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INTRODUCTION 
Recall that a partial ordering 9 is called semi-proper iff for every suf- 
ficiently large regular cardinal 0 and every countable elementary submodel 
N of H,, 
where G9 is the canonical name for a Y-generic filter. The above q is called 
(9, N)-semi-generic. The Semi-Proper Forcing Axiom (SPFA) is the 
following statement: 
For every semi-proper 9 and every family 9 of Et, dense subsets 
of 9 there exists a filter G in 9 such that for every DE 9, 
GnD#@. 
SPFA+ states that if in addition a Y-name 3 for a stationary subset of 
wi is given, then a filter G can be found such that 
val,(S)= {c(<wi: 3p~Gp I~-EE$) 
is stationary. In general, if X is any class of posets, the forcing axioms 
XFA and XFA + are obtained by replacing “semi-proper LY” by “9 E X” 
in the above definitions. Sometimes we denote these axioms by FA(X) and 
FA+(.X). Thus, for example, FA(ccc) is the familiar Martin’s Axiom, 
MAN,. 
The notion of semi-proper, as an extension of a previous notion of 
proper, was defined and extensively studied by Shelah in [Shl J. These 
forcing notions generalize ccc and countably closed forcing and can be 
iterated without collapsing N, . SPFA is implicit in [Shl] as an obvious 
strengthening of the Proper Forcing Axiom (PFA), previously formulated 
and proved consistent by Baumgartner (see [Bal, Del]). PFA had settled 
many combinatorial questions on the uncountable and SPFA was not 
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known to have any more consequences. This was until Foreman, Magidor, 
and Shelah [FMS] realized that SPFA+ (also implicit in [Shl]) implied 
that 
Every poset which preserves stationary subsets of co1 is 
semi-proper. (+) 
This was deduced from a certain kind of reflection property of stationary 
subsets of [rclXo which follows easily from SPFA+. As a consequence one 
obtains the consistency of FA(stationary preserving). 
For every B which preserves stationary subsets of cot and every 
family ~2 of K, dense subsets of 9 there is a filter G in 9 such 
that for every DE 9, G n D # 0. 
Since for every poset 9 which does not preserve stationary subsets of o1 
there is a family of K, dense subsets of 9 for which there is no generic 
filter, the above axiom is, in some sense, the strongest possible version of 
Martin’s Axiom. For this reason it was called Martin’s Maximum (MM) in 
[FMS]. It has many important consequences such as 2’O= K,, the 
saturation of the non-stationary ideal, Chang’s conjecture, etc. (see 
[FMS]), and has also led to important new developments in descriptive 
set theory. It was then natural to ask about the relationship between all 
these new and powerful axioms. In [Sh2] Shelah has shown that SPFA 
implies the required reflection of stationary sets and thus the principle 
( + ). Therefore, it444 and SPFA are equivalent. Beaudoin and, indepen- 
dently, Magidor have shown that PFA does not imply PFA + by generically 
adding a non-reflecting stationary subset of {a < 02: cof (ct) = o} to a 
model of PFA and showing that PFA is preserved. Indeed, by modifying 
the standard consistency proof of PFA, it can be shown that PFA does not 
imply Chang’s conjecture and the precipitousness of NS,,. Thus it is also 
properly weaker than SPFA. Finally, also in [Sh2], Shelah has shown, via 
an involved iterated forcing construction, that SPFA does not imply 
PFA+. 
This paper should be considered as a continuation of [FMS, Sh2] and 
some unpublished work of Todorcevic in studying the fine combinatorial 
consequences of strong forcing axioms. We believe that further investiga- 
tion will reveal a theory as rich, if not richer than, the one provided by 
Martin’s Axiom. One possible line of research was taken by Todorcevic 
and the author in [TV] by formulating Ramsey-type forcing axioms. These 
statements assert the existence of uncountable homogeneous sets in certain 
kinds of partitions, namely those for which such homogeneous sets can be 
added by a suitable forcing. Another direction is to study the consequences 
of these axioms in descriptive set theory. Here, Magidor has shown that 
SPFA implies that ?Zi sets of reals are measurable. It is quite likely that 
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it implies the measurability of all projective sets. Indeed, Woodin has 
conjectured that SPFA implies that AD holds in L(R). 
The various results in this paper are only loosely connected and are 
meant to illustrate the diversity of ideas and concepts in the subject. In Sec- 
tion 1 we present a way of coding subsets of w1 by a sequence of partitions 
on a regular cardinal X. Some partitions with very line properties, which 
were previously constructed by Todorcevic, turn out to be particularly 
useful in this context, As an application we show in Theorem 1.8 that 
PFA42HO=K,. 
In Section 2 we first prepare the ground by introducing the notion of a 
thin stationary set and show how to add a V-thin stationary subset of o1 
via a property K forcing. This is then used together with the coding from 
Section 1 to show that any model of SPFA+ can be generically extended 
to a model of SPFA in which FA + (a-closed * ccc) fails. This improves the 
above mentioned result of Shelah from [Sh2], and is in some sense optimal 
since SPFA implies FA+(a-closed) (Shelah [Sh2]) while FA+(ccc) (i.e. 
MA;,) already follows from MA., (Baumgartner, unpublished). 
In the next section, which is independent of the previous two, we study 
reflection of stationary sets and make some remarks on adding reals and 
preserving SPFA. The main result states that if stationary subsets of [K] X0 
strongly reflect for every cardinal JC, then the Singular Cardinal Hypothesis 
(SCH) holds. As a consequence we obtain the known facts that SPFA 
implies SCH [FMS] and that SCH holds above a super-compact cardinal 
[So]. A new corollary is that SCH follows from PFA+. 
Finally, in Section 4, we consider ccc destructibly saturated ideals. We 
present a new way of adding a Kurepa tree via ccc forcing by using 0. As 
a consequence, we obtain that if a O-sequence is generically added to a 
model of SPFA, then the non-stationary ideal on w1 is saturated but some 
ccc forcing destroys its saturation. This relates to some previous questions 
of Baumgartner, Taylor, and Laver. 
1. PARTITIONS AND CODING 
In this section we describe a way of coding subsets of w1 by a sequence 
of partitions on a regular cardinal IC. This coding together with some pre- 
vious work of Todorcevic, Baumgartner, and an old result ‘of Rothberger 
implies that the continuum is equal to K, under a weak version of PFA. It 
is also used in Section 2 to prove that SPFA does not imply SPFA+. 
Thus, suppose 
[z]*=K#+JK, 
is a given partition. A subset X of Z is called i-homogeneous iff [Xl* G Ki. 
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X is called o-i-homogeneous iff it is a countable union of i-homogeneous 
sets. Notice that no uncountable set can be both a-O-homogeneous and 
a-l-homogeneous. Let now K > o1 be a regular cardinal and suppose we 
have a sequence of o1 partitions 
[K]2=K$-JKf, t<w,. 
We can use them to define a sequence of subsets of w1 as follows. Call an 
ct < K with cof(cr) = o1 good iff for every < < o, there is a club Cc a which 
is either o-O-homogeneous or a-l-homogeneous. For a good tl define 
,4,=(<<0,:3clubCcaCis a-l-homogeneous). 
Our goal will be to find sequences of partitions such that the associated 
sequence (A,: c( good and a < rc) has certain desirable features. In par- 
ticular we would like that for every A c o1 there exists a a-closed * ccc 
poset PA collapsing K to have confinality ol, such that in the generic exten- 
sion by PA, K is good, and A, equals A. This then implies, by a standard 
application of FA(a-closed * ccc), that every A E w1 appears as A, for 
some good a < K. 
To analyze this situation let 9 be the standard o-closed collapse of K to 
ol. In VP, for any C~lc and consider for ic (0, l} and c<ol the poset 
2-f(C)= {FE [Cl’“: [F12cK;} 
ordered under reverse inclusion. Thus, 3: (C) adds a generic i-homo- 
geneous subset of C for the 5 th partition. We shall simply write 9: if C is 
equal to K. Let also 
g(C)= n 9:(c) 
“<‘o 
be the finite support product of o copies of SF(C). Then Sf (C) makes C 
o-i-homogeneous. Fix now for the rest of this section a P-name C for a 
club in K of order type w,. Let Fn(o,, 2) be the collection of all finite 
partial functions from o1 to 2. Consider the statement 
)k,Vse Fn(o,, 2) n S&,(c) is ccc. 
e E dam(s) 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume FA(o-closed * ccc) and suppose 
(*I 
is a sequence of partitions such that ( * ) holds. Then for every A c wl there 
is a good a< IC such that A, = A. 
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Proof. Let f be the characteristic function of A and let in VP 
be the product with finite support. It then follows from (* ), by a standard 
d-system argument, that 9! is ccc. Then in V’“*‘J we have that c is o-f(t)- 
homogeneous for the 5 th partition, Fix sets Hz, for 5 < w, and n < w, 
witnessing this, i.e., for every 5 < w1 and n < o, 
If now G is sufficiently generic then val,( c) is club in some c1 < K with 
cof(cc) = oi. Also for every 5 < o1 and n < o, 
CvaMfE)12 5 Kjcto and val,(C)= U val,(fi:). 
k<w 
Thus, val, (c) is a-f (c)-homogeneous for the 5th partition. It follows that 
M: is good and that A,= A. 1 
We shall now describe two sequences of partitions which satisfy (* ). 
They have both been constructed by Todorcevic, but for a different 
purpose, namely to refute the productivity of the K-chain condition and to 
give strong counterexamples to positive partition relations. 
Suppose first that E= {Y,: CI < K} is a set of reals with a fixed l-l 
enumeration. For XE E” let D(x) denote the set {CX < K: 3 <n xi = r,}. Say 
that a set CL E” is cofnal iff Vcr < K 3x E C c( < D(x). E is called n-entangled 
iff 
For every cofinal C G E” consisting of l-l n-tuples and every s E “2 
there exist x, y E C such that 
E is entangZed iff it is n-entangled for all n < w. Note that if rc = card(E) is 
a regular cardinal the entangledness of E does not depend on the particular 
enumeration used. The following was proved by Todorcevic in [Toll. 
THEOREM 1.2. There exists an entangled set of reals of size cof(2”‘). 1 
To define our first sequence of partitions let IC= cof(2’O) and let 
E = {rcr : c1< K} be an entangled set of reals. For a < K put a, = 
<r Za, rzar+ I ). Considering R2 as a partially ordered set under the product 
ordering, define partitions 
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{ ~1, p} < E Ki iff a,, dl + 5 and a,, B + t; are comparable. 
Let as before 9-f be the poset of all finite i-homogeneous sets for the 5 th 
partition and let 9; be the product of o copies of 9-f. The definition of 
entangledness is tailored such that, assuming K is regular, by a standard 
d-system argument the following holds: 
vsEFn(o,,2) n b&) is K-CC. 
5 l dam(s) 
What now makes the whole thing work is the following simple 
observation. 
LEMMA 1.3. If E is entangled it remains entangled in any extension of the 
universe which has the same reals. 1 
Thus, if S is the a-closed collapse of K to w1 and in V9, C is any cofinal 
subset of K of order type or and s~Fn(o,, 2), the set 
is entangled and enumerated in order type or. Thus &edom(sj Z&(C) is 
ccc in V”. Hence (*) holds for this partition. Then ( * ) follows from (1) 
applied in V”. One more property that will be of technical advantage in 
Section 2 is that K$ and Kf, regarded as symmetric subsets of R2 are both 
open in the product topology. This allows us to use the following result of 
Abraham and Shelah [AS]. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let X be a set of reals and let 
[Xl’= K,, u K, 
be an open partition. Then there is a proper poset 2 such that, in VS, X is 
the union of countably many homogeneous sets. m 
We now describe another partition of Todorcevic that can be used in this 
context. Forf, gEmsO define 
osc(f,g)=I{n:f(n)<g(n)andf(n+l)>g(n+l)}l. 
Note that if f <.,, g (mod fin) then osc(S, g) E cu. Let (o)O be the set of all 
increasing functions from o to o. Fix an FG (o)O which is unbounded and 
well-ordered under eventual dominance. For a E [F] <w let ai denote the 
ith element of a under <*. The following is Theorem 1 from [TOM]. 
607/!94/2-9 
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LEMMA 1.5. Let Xc [F] k be unbounded. Then there is h : k x k -+ w such 
that Vi < k h(i, i) = 0 and VI < o 3a, b E X such that 
Vi, j < k osc(a,, b,) = h(i, j) + I, 
In order to obtain a sequence of partitions satisfying (* ) we need to 
further permute the colors of OX. Thus, following [TOM], we fix an 
enumeration {(t”, u”) : n <w} of all pairs (t, u) where for some k < co, 
tE (coyk and u: k x k + o, such that every such pair (t, u) appears 
consecutively on arbitrary large intervals. Fix f, g E F and let n = osc(J g). 
Fix minimal i, j such that 
and let 
t: Cf and t; -cg, 
4&L $7) = u”(ij). 
If no such i, j exist let a(f, g) = 0. The following is essentially Theorem 2 
from [TOM]. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let an unbounded X G [F] k and an arbitrary u : k x k + w 
be given. Then la, b E X such that 
Vi, j < k a(ai, bi) = u( i, j). 
We are now in a position to define another sequence of partitions 
satisfying ( * ). Fix a strictly increasing enumeration {f&: CI < K} of F. For 
if-co, define 
{4B),EG iff 4L~,.l+t,fw,.a+r) is even. 
If 9: and 95 are the posets of finite homogeneous sets defined as before, 
by a direct application of Theorem 1.6 and a standard d-system argument 
we obtain that 
Vs~Frz(w~, 2) n Z?fte, is K-CC. 
5 E dam(s) 
The role of Lemma 1.3 now plays a simple observation that any 
unbounded Fz (w)O remains unbounded in any extension of the universe 
which has the same reals. Then ( * ) follows immediately. 
In order to give an application of the above construction we shall need 
the following result. 
THEOREM 1.7. Assume FA(a-closed * ccc). Then there is an unbounded 
family FE (w)O of size K2. 
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TO see this note that by considering (o)~, < * instead of 9(w), c * in 
Theorem 4.4 of [Ball we obtain an (02, o)-gap in (o)~, < *. By a result 
of Rothberger [Ro] such a gap then implies the existence of an unbounded 
subset of (o)~ of size KZ. 
NOW putting together (*), Lemma 1.1, and Theorem 1.7 we obtain the 
following 
THEOREM 1.8. Assume FA(o-closed * ccc). Then 2” = N,. 
Let us remark that what is really used in Theorem 1.8 is FA(X)), 
where X is the class of o-closed * ccc posets of size ~2’~. This axiom is 
equiconsistent with the existence of a weakly compact cardinal. 
The original motivation for the coding described in this section was to 
prove Theorem 2.3 below. We initially used the entangled set partition. 
Upon hearing a presentation of our proof during the STACY conference in 
Toronto in August 1987, Todorcevic remarked that in order to obtain 
Theorem 1.8 one only needs a sequence of partitions on Nz satisfying (* ). 
It was then simultaneously realized by both Todorcevic and the author 
that using Theorem 1.7 and the oscillations from [To31 one immediately 
obtains such partitions and thus Theorem 1.8 followed. 
2. SPFA DOES NOT IMPLY SPFA + 
Our goal in this section is to prove that SPFA does not imply 
FA+(a-closed * ccc). We first develop some facts about thin stationary sets. 
Let & be a collection of stationary subsets of w,. Call a subset S of w, 
d-thin iff for every A E d there is BE & such that B c * A\S (mod NS,,). 
Regarding d as a poset under c*, this says that the set of the B which 
miss S is dense in &. The following proposition says that the name S for 
a stationary set witnessing the negation of SPFA + necessarily has to be 
V-thin, i.e., P’(o,)-thin. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume SPFA. Let S be a poset preserving stationary 
subsets of wl, 9 a family of K, dense subsets of 8, and 3 a 9-name for a 
stationary subset of wl. Assume, moreover, that It--, “3 is not V-thin.” Then 
there is a g-generic filter G such that val,(S) is stationary. 
ProoJ: Let p E B and let E E V be a stationary subset of w1 such that 
p I~-,VFE V[Fisstationaryand Fs, E+ Fns is stationary]. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that p is the maximal condition in 8. 
Let 1 in V9 be the usual poset for shooting a club c disjoint from E\S. 
Since d preserves all stationary subsets of w,\(E\S) we have the following. 
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CLAIM. B * 9 preserves stationary subsets of ml. 
Let n: 9 *3 + 9 be the natural projection. Set 
9*= {n-‘(D):DELB}. 
By SPFA, we find a filter G in 9 * 9 meeting all members of 9*, and such 
that val,( c) is club (see [Ball). Then we have 
Enval,(C)Eval,(S)=val,..,(S). 
Thus, val,,,,(S) is stationary and rc”G is the required g-generic filter. 1 
Using this idea Shelah [Sh2] has proved that SPFA implies that 
FA + (a-closed) holds. 
Recall that a partially ordered set 9 has property K iff every uncountable 
subset of B has an uncountable pairwise compatible subset. 
THEOREM 2.2. There is a property K poset Y which adds a V-thin 
stationary subset of aI. 
Proof: For each limit ordinal c( < o1 fix a cofinal sequence s,: o + ~1. 
Define a poset Y* by p E .Y * iff p = (S,, D,,) where S, E [oil <O, 
D,E[o~“]‘“, and tss,, for every tEDp, and cr~S,. Let the order be 
coordinate-wise reverse inclusion. 
CLAIM 1. Y * has property K. 
Proof Let A be an uncountable subset of Y*. We have to find an 
uncountable pairwise compatible subset of A. By relining if necessary, we 
may assume that the D,, for p E A, are pairwise disjoint and for some 
n<o, D,Go:“, for all p E A. For p E A let 
and 
T,= {s, rk:crESpandk<n}, 
F(p)= {qEA:DqnT,#@}. 
Then F: A + [A]‘” is a mapping of finite order. By a standard argument 
we can find an uncountable B s A such that q E F(p), for every p1 q E B. It 
then follows that B is pairwise compatible. 1 
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Let 6 be the canonical name for a Y*-generic filter and let S be the set 
defined by 
s= u {s,:pEG}. 
CLAIM 2. Ikr. s is V-thin. 
ProoJ Let p E F * and stationary E E o+ be given. We have to find 
q<p and stationary FG E such that q IF Sn F= 0. For each C(E E\S, 
find an ncr <o such that s8 2 s, 1 ncr, for every PE S,. By the Pressing 
Down Lemma, find stationary FG E and t EW;~ such that Vcr~ F 
s, rn,=t. Then set q= (S,,D,u It}). Clearly q I~SnF=@. 1 
Since for each a < ol, ((a}, @) IF a ES, there is a p E Y* such that 
p It S is stationary. 
Let then Y be Y* below p. 1 
Let us remark that by composing Y with the standard poset which 
shoots a club through S we obtain a poset which preserve 84, but collapses 
a dense set of stationary subsets of ol. We now turn to the main result of 
this section. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume ZFC+ SPFA+ is consistent. Then so is ZFC+ 
SPFA + 1 FA + (a-closed * ccc). 
Proof: Let us start with a ground model V satisfying SPFA+ and let 
K = X2. Fix the entangled set partitions 
described in Section 1. Let the notion of a being good and the sets A, be 
defined as before. We define a partial ordering Y such that 
IF, SPFA + lFA+(o-closed * ccc). 
Say that p E 9’ iff p = (SC : a < 6 ) is a d-sequence of stationary subsets of 
cul for some 6 < K, such that for every good a G 6 the following holds: 
A, is stationary iff +<a S,P~*A,(rnodK3,,). (**),” 
The order is reverse extension. Thus, 9 adds an enumeration (S,: a < K) 
of stationary subsets of w1 such that for every good a < IC, (** ). holds. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Vy + SPFA. 
Proof Let 9 in VY be a poset which preserves stationary subsets of w1 
and let (D, : a < o, ) be names for dense subsets of 9. We consider each 
D, as a dense subset of Y * 9. It is then enough to find a filter G in Y * 9 
meeting all the D, such that 
pc=u (pEY::qES (p,q)EG) 
is a condition in 9’. Work for a moment in V9*r. We may assume that K 
is collapsed to or via an onto function f: w1 + K, and also by a further 
forcing a la Abraham-Shelah (cf. Theorem 1.4) if necessary, that there is a 
function h : w, x o -+ 2 and for each < < w1 sets H:, n < o, such that 
cH:l’E &,,, and K= u Hi. 
k<w 
We consider two cases. 
Case (1). K is not good. Then letting for 5 < w, and E E (0, 1) 
H&)=U {H::K4=+ 
there exists 5 such that both H, (0) and H, (1) are stationary in K. Since 
they cannot both be V-thin, let us assume that, say, H,(O) is not. 
Now, using SPFA+ in V, we find a filter G in Y * 9 meeting all the D, 
such that val,(f) maps o1 onto some 6 <K and the situation at 6 in V 
reflects the situation at K in V 9*’ That is, val,(H&s)) is a-e-homogeneous . 
for the tth partition and both val, (H<(O)) and val, (H;( 1)) are stationary 
in 6. We use SPFA + only to ensure that val,(HS( 1)) is stationary, while 
for val,(Hg(0)) we apply Proposition 2.1. Thenp, is a sequence of stationary 
sets of length 6 and for every CI < 6, (**),‘G holds. Also, 6 is not good, and 
hence (** )r holds vacuously. Thus, pc is a condition in 9, as required. 
Case (2). K is good. Let (S,: c( < K) be the sequence of stationary 
subsets of oi adjoined by 9’ and let 
k= {[<w,:3ClUbCG!cCiS o-l-homogeneous). 
Case (2a). k is V-thin. Let 9? be the usual poset for shooting a club C 
disjoint from k with countable conditions. 
Case (2b). k is not V-thin. Fix a < K such that for every stationary 
subset S of S, which is in V, S n k is stationary. Let V shoot a club C 
disjoint from S,\k. 
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Then in both cases Y * 9 * V is easily seen to preserve stationary subsets 
of w 1. Similarly to Case (1) by applying SPFA in V, we find a filter G in 
Y * d * V meeting an appropriate family of N, dense sets such that: 
(a) the projection of G to Sp * 9 meets all the D,, 
(b) val,(f) maps w1 onto some 6 < IC with cof(b) = wi, 
(cl pG=defU (pEy:%, c(P,q,c)EG}=(S,:a<6), 
(d) 6 is good, 
(e) val,(k) = A, 
(f) val,(C) is club in 6, and 
(g) in Case (2a), A, n val,(C) = 0, in Case (2b), S, n val,(C) E A,. 
It then follows that pG E 9, thus completing the proof of Lemma 2.4. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. V9 t= 1 FA + (o-closed * ccc). 
Proof: In V, = V” we describe a three step iteration W = B * r * 9 of 
a o-closed poset followed by two ccc posets, and an W-name S for a 
stationary subset of w, witnessing the negation of FA + (o-closed * ccc). 
Let 9 be the usual o-closed collapse of rc to have cardinality wl, let C 
in VP be a club in K of order type wl, and consider posets 9: (c) as 
defined in Section 1. We have as before that in VT 
Let 5 be the poset described in Theorem 2.2 adding a VT-thin stationary 
set S. Since Y has property K, it follows that (* ) remains to hold in VTY. 
Let s : w1 + 2 be the characteristic function of S and let 
be the finite support product. As in Section 1, by (*) and a standard 
d-system argument it follows that 9 is ccc in VTs. 
We claim now that if G is a sufficiently generic filter in 9 * F * Dz then 
val,(S) cannot be stationary. For, by N, dense sets we can guarantee that 
val,(C) is club in some good a < Ic, and val,(S)=val,(k)= A, is 
{SC: t<a}-thin. Then by (**)o1, A, and hence val,(S) cannot be 
stationary. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 2.3. 1 
A question in the style of Theorem 2.3 concerns Ramsey forcing axioms 
discussed in [TV]. For concreteness consider the following statement 
SRFA : 
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If K is an uncountable cardinal and if 
is a given partition for which there exists a stationary preserving 
poset forcing an uncountable O-homogeneous set, then such a 
homogeneous set in fact exists. 
SRFA+ is obtained by replacing “uncountable O-homogeneous set” by 
“O-homogeneous set H of order type or which is stationary in sup H.” 
Clearly, SPFA implies SRFA and SPFA + implies SRFA +. 
Question 2.6. Does SRFA imply SRFA+? 
3. REFLECTING STATIONARY SETS 
Recall that for a given index set I, a subset C of [I]“” is called closed 
unbounded iff VXE [I] xO 3 E C xc y and for every increasing sequence y 
(x,:n<o) of elements of C, u {x,:nEco}EC. Ss[Z]“” is called 
stationary iff S intersects every club in [I]““. These notions were intro- 
duced by Kueker [Kue] and Jech [Jet] as natural extensions of the 
notions of club and stationary subsets of a cardinal K and have become 
increasingly popular with the advent of Shelah’s theory of proper forcing. 
Let us say that a stationary set SE [I]“” reflects iff there exists a subset 
X of I of size K, such that Sn [Xl”” is stationary, and that it strongly 
reflects iff for every sufficiently large regular cardinal 0, there exists a 
continuous s-chain (M, : 5 < or ) of countable elementary submodels of 
Ho containing I and S, such that the set 
E= {~<o,:M;nIES} 
is stationary in or. The following result is due to Todorcevic 
(unpublished). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume stationary subsets of [w21H” reflect. Then 
#Q=N 
2 2’ I 
We would like to extend this theorem to all regular cardinals IC > K1 , 
but, unfortunately, we need to assume a slightly stronger hypothesis. We 
shall also compute the consistency strength of the reflection in [o,]~ and 
make some remarks about adding reals and preserving SPFA. Our main 
technical innovation is the use of infinite game and the Gale-Stewart 
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theorem [GS] in this context. This will allow us to deduce some structural 
properties of closed unbounded sets in [Zlx” vai the following fact from 
[Kue]: Cc [ZIxo contains a club iff there is an F: [Z] x0 + Z such that 
VXE [I]‘“, cl,(x) E C, where cl,(x) is the least subset of Z containing x 
which is closed under F. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let I be a regular cardinal such that stationary subsets of 
[Alxo strongly reflect. Then 1% = I. 
Proox Assume towards contradiction that the theorem fails and let I be 
the least counterexample. Since for p c 1 stationary subsets of [p] Eto reflect 
too, by a simple cardinal arithmetic, using Theorem 3.1, it follows that A is 
the successor of a singular cardinal K of cofinality o, and that lcxo > rc+ = il. 
For a sequence of ordinals (p,: n co) consider the product n,,, pL, 
as a partially ordered set under the product ordering. We shall need the 
following result from [Sh3]. 
LEMMA 3.3. There is an increasing sequence of regular cardinals 
(K, : n < CIJ ) converging to K and a cofinal subset 9 of n,, < w K,, of size K + , 
Let us fix such a sequence (K,: n < w ) and a set 9. For x E [rc]“O let 
XXEl-I,<, IC, be defined by 
x,(n) = sw(x n d. 
Let (9)“’ denote the set of all strictly increasing o,-sequences of elements 
of 9”. For an f = (f,: a < w1 ) E (9))“’ let sup f denote the coordinate-wise 
supremum of the f,. Set 
Q = (sup f: f E (9)“‘). 
CLAIM. The cardinality of $9 is K +. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then there is an 4”’ E 9 of size <IC such 
that 
Q’= {supf:f+F’)“‘) 
has size > K +. Let 
X= u {ran(f) :fc9’} and Y = lim(X). 
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Clearly, X and Y have the same cardinality, say p, which is <K. Then it 
follows that 9’ c w Y and hence card(9’) Q pLxO. By the minimality of 1, it 
follows that pLNo d p+ < K. Thus, card(37’) < K, a contradiction. 1 
For a g E 9 and n E w, cof(g(n)) = 0,. So, fix a club CS; in g(n) of order 
type wr. Let 
and 
cg= XE [up:X,E n 
I 
c; 
n<w 1 
c= (J (P:geY}. 
LEMMA 3.4. C contains a club in [u]@. 
Proof: Let us assume to the contrary that the set S = [K]‘~\C 
is stationary. Fix a sufficiently large regular cardinal 8 and, by strongly 
reflecting S, find a continuous s-chain (M,: 4 < u1 ) of elementary 
submodels of H, such that 
E= {<<q:M,nic~S) 
is stationary. We may assume that S, 9 E MO. Let A4 = U {M, : 5 < u1 } . 
For 5 < o1 let g, = xMws and let g = xMM- 
CLAIM. gE%. 
Proof: Since M, E M, + , it follows that g; E M, + r, and since 
Mr.1 b9 is cotinal in n K, 
?l<UJ 
there is an fc E 9 n M,, r such that g, < fe < g; + r Thus, letting 
f= (f,:~<o,) it follows that g=sup fE%. 1 
Since the chain (M, : < < or ) is continuous and E is stationary there is 
some 5 E E such that g, E I-J, < w Cz. Then M, n K E C, a contradiction. 1 
For a subset Xz [rc] X0 let 
K(X)= {&:xEX}. 
Notice that K(C) has cardinality rc+. Thus, to obtain the final contra- 
diction proving the theorem, we shall establish the following. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let D E [K]‘” be closed unbounded. Then K(D) has size K’O. 
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ProoJ: Fix a function F: [IC] do + K such that Vx E D, cl,(x) =x and 
consider the following infinite game with perfect information: 
. . . 
II: a03 POP a17 Pl, 
where 6, < K, and 6, < ct, < /3,. II wins the game iff, letting 
X=CIF{a,:n<o), 
we have 
Vn<wsup(xnK”)</9,. 
CLAIM. II has a winning strategy. 
Proof: Since this is an open game for I, i.e., he wins iff he wins by some 
finite initial part of the game, by the Gale-Stewart Theorem [GS] it 
&ices to show that I does not have a winning strategy. Suppose on the 
contrary that o is a winning strategy for I. For n < w let P, be the 
collection of all possible first n moves of the game in which I follows 0. For 
every p E P,, a(p) is an ordinal < IC,. Let 
C1,=Sup{dp):PeJ, 
x=clF(a,:n<w}, 
/I, = sup(x n K,). 
Since each P, has size K, _ I it follows that a,, & < K,. Now, if II plays a, 
and j?, at the n th moves he clearly wins against O, thus contradicting the 
assumption that (r is winning for I. 1 
Fix, by the Claim, a winning strategy 0 for II and using it, build a tree 
of plays {P~;~EIL,, K,} following CJ such that, letting the n-th move of 
II in pf be (a:, /?i) we have that 
f(n)<g(n)+PI;<a,g. 
Finally, let for SE n,, d w K,, 
xf=cl,(qr,:n<o}. 
Since o is winning for II, it follows that for n <o, 
a;/;< sup(x,n K,) < fl{ 
and hence iff#g then xX,# x,... Thus, card(K(D)) = K? 1 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Assume that for every uncountable K stationary subsets 
of [K]‘O reflect. Then the Singular Cardinal Hypothesis holds. 
Proof. By Silver’s Theorem [Si] the least cardinal violating SCH has 
to be of countable colinality. But by Theorem 3.2 for such a rc, 
y=+J=Jc+ . I 
Since SPFA and PFA+ both imply strong reflection of stationary sets 
they both imply SCH. One can also use Theorem 3.2 to give a new proof 
of a result of Solovay that SCH holds above a super-compact cardinal h: 
[So]. This is done by Levy collapsing rc to K, and then showing that in 
the generic extension stationary subsets of [I]“” strongly refect for any I. 
Then, by Corollary 3.6, SCH holds in the extension, but since the forcing 
has size K it follows that SCH holds in the ground model above K. We shall 
now use infinite game to derive some more information about stationary 
subsets of [K] 'O. 
Fix a regular cardinal K > oi and a function F: [K] <w + K. For an 
ordinal c1< oi consider the following infinite game with perfect information 
S@ :
II: PO, PI? P n, 
At stage n, I plays an interval 1, in K and an ordinal 5, E Z,, and II plays 
an ordinal pn < K. I is required to choose Z, such that inf(1,) > pn ~ i . I wins 
iff letting 
y=c1,({5,:n<w}ucr), 
we have 
ysu {I,:n<o} and ynw,=a. 
Note that this is an open game for II. Thus, by the Gale-Stewart Theorem 
[GS] one of the players has a winning strategy. Let 
A, = {o! < w1 : II has a winning strategy in SE?,>. 
LEMMA 3.7. A, is non-stationary. 
Proof. Assume towards contradiction that A, is stationary. For each 
c( E A, fix a winning strategy 0, for II in 9&. Since A, has cardinality < K, , 
there is a strategy [T which dominates all the cr,. It follows that cr is a 
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winning strategy for II in 4 for every a o A,. Fix a sufficiently large regular 
cardinal 8 and build an increasing continuous chain 
N,,iNl< . ..N.-=C .-- <Ho, 5Gqw 
of elementary submodels of HO such that F, A,, cr E N,,, and for every 
c<o,.w, c(~=N~~KEu. Let M=N,,., and 6=a,,,. Choose ZE[B]~ 
closed under F and cofinal in 6 such that a = z A o1 E AF. Find an 
increasing sequence (5, : n < w ) converging to o1 o such that 
and 
D, = su~(N~. n 4 < at;,. 
Set M,, = NC” and 6, = at” = M, n rc. Consider the following play in 4 in 
which II uses O. At stage n, I plays Z, = [S,- i, /I,] and a 5, E Z, n z. Then 
11 plays pL, = f%, L, . . . . Z,,,~,).Sinceo~M,,~,<M,n~~=6,.Intheend 
{c,:n<o}~z, and hence, lettingy=cl,({c,:n<o)ua) we have 
ys lJ {In: new} and ynw,=a. 
Thus, I has won this run of Ye, contradicting the fact that o is a winning 
strategy for II in 3=,, 1 
Let K be a regular cardinal > wl. A sequence (C, : a < K and lim(a) ) is 
called a 0 ,*-sequence iff it satisfies: 
(a) Va < K, lim(a) + C, is club in a, 
(b) aElim(Cg)+Ca=CBna, 
(c) lXzlc[CisclubandVaElim(C)C,=Cna]. 
It follows from the work of Jensen [Jen] that if K is regular and not 
weakly compact in L, then there is a 0 ,*-sequence. We shall use q & to 
measure the consistency stength of the reflection of stationary subsets 
of [w2]% 
THEOREM 3.8. L.et K be a regular cardinal such that III,* holds. Then 
there is a stationary SE [ICI”” such that Va < K, S n [a]‘O is not stationary. 
Proof. Let (C,: a < K and lim(a)) be a Cl*,-sequence. Let 
s= (XE [up: a= u x$x and sup(C,nx)<cr}. 
Since for each limit a < K, C, is club in a, it follows easily that S n [LX]% 
is non-stationary. Thus, the following finishes the proof. 
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LEMMA 3.9. S is stationary in [K]‘O. 
Proof Let F: [K] cm -+ K be given. We have to find an x E [rc] x0 such 
that cl,(x)~S. Using a winning strategy for I in ?& (which exists by 
Lemma 3.7) construct recusively a sequence (I,: s E licw) of intervals in K 
and a sequence (6,: s E K(O) of ordinals <K such that: 
(i) VsErc’” 6,EZ,, 
(ii) Vs E K<~ Va, B < ~[a <p + sup(Z, n 0~) < inf(Z, n B)], 
(iii) VjEtiWc1,{6fr,:,Em}EU {Zfr,:n<o}. 
Next, fix a suhiciently large regular 8, and an elementary submodel 
M< H, containing everything relevant such that M n K = a E K, and 
cof(a) = o. Fix, also, a sequence (a, : n < w ) converging to a. Then build 
inductively a sequence f E aw such that: 
(iv) Vn < 0 6, rn 2 a,, 
(v) Vn>OIfrnnC,=@. 
To do the inductive step one can use the following. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let (J, : 5 < K ) E M be a sequence of intervals in K such 
that c < t --) sup(J[) < inf(J[). Then !I[ < a, J, n C, = @. 
Proof: Assume not. Then V< < a, J, n C, # 0. Thus, 
M~t15<K3y<KVS<5J,nC,#0. 
By elementarity H, satisfies the same statement. Let D be the set of limit 
points of the J,. 
CLAIM. V/l, YED, p<y-+Cg=CYnP. 
Proof: Let /.I, y E D with /I < y. Pick a [ such that /I, y < inf(J,) and a 6 
such that Vt < 5, J, n C6 # 0. Then, both /I and y are limit points of Cg. 
By property (b) of 0 :, C, = C6 n fi and C,=Cdny.Thus Cg=Cynfi. 1 
The set D from the Claim contradicts property (c) of 0: thus finishing 
the proof of Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10. 1 
To finish the proof of Theorem 3.8, let x = clF{d,- Tn: n < a}. Then 
sup( C, n x) < a = sup x. Hence x E S and is closed under F. fl 
THEOREM 3.11. The following are equiconsistent: 
(i) ZFC + there is a weakly compact cardinal, 
(ii) ZFC + every stationary subset of [w2]‘0 rej7ects. 
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Proof The implication (ii) -P (i) follows from Theorem 3.8 and the 
result of Jensen mentioned before it. The implication (i) -+ (ii) is due to 
Baumgartner [Ba2]. 1 
THEOREM 3.12. “Stationary subsets of {a < w2 : cof(a) = w } reflect” does 
not imply “stationary subsets of [w21x” reflect.” 
Proof Harrington and Shelah [HS] have shown that the first 
statement is consistent relative to a Mahlo cardinal. Thus, the result 
follows simply by consistency strength using Theorem 3.8. 1 
The last result of this section has a rather curious consequence that any 
cardinal absolute inner model of a universe which satisfies SPFA itself 
satisfies a large fragment of SPFA. 
THEOREM 3.13. Assume SPFA. Let ii4 be an inner model such that 
M 
a2 = w2. Then 9’(w,) c M. 
Proof Assume otherwise, and fix a counterexample M. Since or = wl, 
using MAR,, a consequence of SPFA, and an almost disjoint coding as in 
[MS] we have the following. 
LEMMA 3.14. There is an XE 2‘“\M. 1 
For a subset SE o1 define 
N,= {xE[02]Ho:Xnw,ESandx4M}. 
LEMMA 3.15. Zf S is stationary in w1 then Ns is stationary in [w21Ho. 
Proof This is an extension of an argument of Gitik [Gi] which says, 
in essence, that N,, is stationary. We present it for completeness. 
Fix a stationary Ss or and a function F: [w2] Co + w2. We have to find 
an element of N, which is closed under F. By Lemma 3.7 there is an a E S 
and a winning strategy e for Z in $. Using e and following Gitik [Gil, 
construct sequences (q,: n < w), (sz: n < w), and (<t: n < o) of ordinals 
CO,, and sequences (J,,: n <CD), <c: n < o), and (Ii: n < w) of intervals 
m w2, such that for n < w, r,~” E J,, and r; E Z”, for E = 0, 1, letting 
z=clF({q,:n<w}ua), 
and 
ys=clF({5::n<w}ua), for e=O, 1, 
we have 
zcU{J,:n<w} and znwl =a, 
yeCu {ZE:n<w} and yEnwl =a, for EE (0, l}. 
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Also, 
sup(J,) < inf(Zi) < sup(Z”,) < inf(.Z,+ i), for EE (0, l} 
and finally, 
x(n-l)=s-+sup(Z;)<inf(Zk-“), for .s=O, 1. 
It follows that from z, y,, and y,, one can reconstruct x. Hence one of 
them, say z, is not in V. Then z = cl,(z) EN, is as desired. 1 
To finish the proof of Theorem 3.13, define the poset 9 as follows: p E 9 
iff p = (Ng : 5 d CL~) is a strictly increasing continuous chain of countable 
elementary submodels of HN2 such that for every 5 <up, N$’ n w2 4 M. The 
order is reverse extension. It follows from Lemma 3.15 that 9 preserves 
stationary subsets of oi. For 6 < o1 define 
Clearly, each Dd is dense. Let, by SPFA, G be a filter meeting all the D6. 
Let 
~JG=(N,:~cu,) and N=U {Nt:~<wl}. 
Then Nnw,=cr~u~ and for every t<oi, Ncnw,$M. Fix, in M, a l-l 
function f: c1-+ w,. By continuity of (N, : 5 <o, ), there is a 5 < or such 
that Ngnco, =f -‘([)EM. This contradicts the fact that N, nmo2$M. 1 
We do not know whether Theorem 3.13 holds with SPFA replaced 
by PFA. 
4. KUREPA TREES AND SATURATED IDEALS 
The main technical result in this section is a new and shorter proof of a 
theorem of Jensen that Cl,, implies the existence of a ccc poset adding a 
Kurepa tree on o1 (see [De2]). The idea is to add a tree together with N, 
branches through it simultaneously with finite conditions. To ensure the 
ccc one has to carefully bound the disagreement of different branches, and 
this is accomplished by using Todorcevic’s p-function. The connection of 
this result to forcing axioms is the following application in the theory of 
saturated ideals. We show that if a q ,,-sequence is added generically to a 
model of SPFA, then the non-stationary ideal (NS,,) remains saturated. 
Since, as is well known, Kurepa trees are incompatible with the existence 
of saturated ideals, this yields a model of set theory in which there is a 
saturated ideal (namely NS,,) but some ccc forcing destroys its saturation. 
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Let K be an uncountable cardinal. A sequence (C,: u < K+ and lim(a)) 
is called a O.-sequence provided it satisfies: 
(i) Va c K+ lim(a) + C, is closed unbounded in ~1, 
(ii) aElim(Cg)+C,=CBnu, 
(iii) Vu < K+ lim(a) + 0.t. (C,) < K. 
Recall that a Kurepa tree is an w,-tree with at least w2 branches. Kurepa’s 
hypothesis (KH) asserts that there exists a Kurepa tree. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume Cl wI. Then there is a ccc poset 9 such that 
II-, KH. 
We shall use the function p from [TOG]. Thus, fix a Cl,,-seqence 
( C, : a < o2 and lim(a) ), and for successor ordinals /I = a + 1 let C, = {a >. 
Define recursively p : [II+]’ + o1 by 
dh B) = sup Id6 min(Cp\a)), 0.t. (Cp f-7 a), P(& a); t E C, n a> 
for a</3co,. 
The following is Theorem 2.3 of [To23 to which we refer the reader for 
the motivation behind the definition and further applications of p. 
LEMMA 4.2. (a) p( ., IX): a + o, is countable-to-one. 
(b) Zfac/ky<o, then 
(i) P(K B) G max{k4 ~1, P(B, ?>I 
(ii) P(K y) G maxM6 B), P(P, r)>. 
(cl ~<D-P(-,B) b= * p( ., a) (mod countable). 
(d) Zf 0~6 <eco+ and lim(S), then there is C<S such that 
p(5, E) 2 At, 4 for ad l G 5 < 6. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let X and Y be subsets of o2 of order type ol. Let 
.a = sup X and j? = sup Y. Zf a < B, then there are x’ E [Xl” and Y’ E [ Y]” 
such that 
ProoJ Let D = lim( C,). Note that for v E D, p( ., a) r v = p( ., v). For each 
v E D pick B, E y\v such that v < v’ + j?, < /3,,. For v E D, by Lemma 4.2(d) 
pick 5, <v such that Vt E CL, vh PC<, BJ 2 P(<, v) = P(<, a). 
By the Pressing Down Lemma find uncountable S c D and y < o! such 
that for every v E S, [, < y. Let x= x\y. 
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If o! = /I, choose X’ E [IX]“’ and S’ E [S]“’ such that Vv E S’ (v, pV) n 
x’=Qr and set Y’={B v : v E S’ }. Then X’ and Y’ work. 
If CI < j choose x’ E [X] ‘I and S’ E [S]“’ such that for every r E X’ and 
VES 
5 ’ v + P(5, a) > PC% A). 
Then by Lemma 4.2(b)(ii) for 5 E X’ and v E S’ 
PC59 a)dsuPMr, 8"), PC% P",), 
and 
P(5, By) a P(4, @I. 
So, we can let Y’ = {/IV: v E S’ }, and then X’ and Y’ work. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Let X, YE [c~~]‘~ and y <w2 be given. Then there exist 
x’ E [Xl” and Y’ E [ Y]“’ such that 
Proof. We may assume that o.t. (X) = o.t. (Y) = w,. Let c1= sup X and 
/I = sup Y. We may assume also c1 d j3. 
Case 1. y>a.Let X=(~EX:P(~,Y)=~(~,~)}.B~ Lemma4.2(c)Xis 
uncountable. If cc </I let y= Y\ol and apply Lemmas 4.3 and 4.2(c) to x 
and F If CI= /I, let F= {VE Y: p(q, y) =p(q, /I)> and apply Lemma 4.3 
twice to find x’ E [X]“’ and Y’ E [YIN’ such that for every r E X’ and 
rjE Y’ 
and 
5 < 4 -+ P(t;, 9) a P(5, co = AC, Y) 
B < t + P(% 5) 2 P(I1, a, = P(?, Y). 
Case 2. y < ~1. We may assume that min X, min Y > y. Let 
p==upp”c(Y)o(~u Y)]. 
If p<o, let 
and 
p= {v E y: P(rl, B) 2 cl} 
and proceed as in Case 1. 
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If p= w1 find X’ E [XIX1 and Y’ E [ Y]“’ such that 
VY E x’ vrt E Y’ P(Y, 5) z P(Y, v). 
Now it follows by Lemma 4.2(b) that 
LEMMA 4.5. Let an uncountable family F of finite subsets of co2 and an 
ordinal ,u < o, be given. Then there are distinct x, y E F such that for every 
aEx\y, PEY\X, andyExny, 
Proof. First refine F to a d-system consisting of n-element sets for 
some n, then enumerate each x in F in the increasing order as 
x = {a,(x), . . . . a,- 1 (x)> and finally apply Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 successively 
for each pair of coordinates. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The poset B will be a stepping up of Tennen- 
baum’s poset [Tel adding a Souslin tree with finite conditions. Thus, a 
condition will consist of a finite approximation to our tree T together with 
approximations to finitely many of o2 branches through T. The function p 
is used to bound the disagreements of the branches. 
For a finite tree T and s, t E T define the meet s A T t of s and t in T to 
be the maximal r E T such that r < T s, t. Define the poset 9’ by p E 9 iff 
p = ( Tp, cp, bp) where 
6) TP~ Cw,l’” 
(ii) <P is a tree ordering on Tp 
(iii) aCPfl+a<fl 
(iv) D, = dom(b,) E [oJ <O, 6,: D, --t T, is l-l and for every a ED,, 
b, (a) is a maximal element of Tp, 
(v) b,(a) A p b,(P) G p(a, /I), for every a, /I ED,, with a #/I. 
Here we use & instead of /jTP. Say that p < q iff Tp 1 Tq, D, 2 D,, 
cP [‘T,= <,,, and t/aEDy, b,(a)<, b,(a). By a standard genericity 
argument it suffices to establish the following. 
CLAIM. 9 has the ccc. 
Proof: Let A be an uncountable subset of 8. By thinning out A, if 
necessary, we may assume that the D,, PEA, form a d-system with root 
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D, have the same cardinality and that for p, qe A the unique order- 
preserving bijection rrpq: D, -P D, is the identity on D. We may also 
assume, by further thinning, that the T,, p E A form a d-system with root 
T, have the same size, and that for p, qEA the unique order-preserving 
bijection rrp4 : T, + T, is the identity on T and an isomorphism of 
(T,, cp) and (T,, -cq>. Also, for CIE D,, o,,(b,(a)) =b,(nP,(tl)). It 
follows that for p E A and CI, b E D b,(cc) A pbp (/) E T. Let ,u = sup T. Using 
some additional thinning and Lemma 4.5 find p, q E A such that 
max( T,\ T) < min( T4\ T) 
and for every CI E D,\D,, fl E D,\D,, and y E D, 
~(4 B) > max h min Ma, Y), P(B, r)> >. 
We claim that p and q are compatible. To define a condition r <p, q let 
T,=T,vT,.Putx<,yiffx<,yorx<,yor 
Finally set D, = D, u D, and define b, -+ T, by 
b,(u) = bq(u) if ct~D, 
b,(u) if UED,\D,. 
It is easily checked that ( T,, <,) is a tree. To prove that r E 9’ it remains 
to show that for every c1 E D,\D, and /I E D,\D, 
t = b,(a) A r b,(B) GP(CG B). 
If t E T this is satisfied since p(cc, B) > p = sup(T). If t E T,\T, then there 
is y E D such that b,(a) A p b,(y) E T,\ T and b,(B) A 4 b,(y) E T,\ T. Then 
we have 
and 
Thus, 
=b,(fi) A q b,(y) GP(B, Y). 
Todorcevic (see, e.g., [To2, Sect. 11) has used p to step up many 
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negative partition relations. Using p one can define a function with 
property A which was used by Baumgartner and Shelah CBS] to generi- 
cally add a thin-very-tall superatomic Boolean algebra. 
The assumption of 0 w, in Theorem 4.1 is necessary by a result of Jensen, 
who showed that if a Mahlo cardinal is Levy collapsed to 02, then there 
is no ccc poset adding a Kurepa tree, see [De2]. 
Recall that an N,-complete nonprincipal ideal 9 on w, is called 
N,-saturated, or simply saturated, if the Boolean algebra 9(0,)/9 has the 
&-cc. The first consistent example of a saturated ideal on oi is due to 
Kunen [Kun], who started from a model with a huge cardinal. This notion 
was further studied by Laver [La] and Baumgartner and Taylor [BT], 
where it was asked whether the existence of a saturated ideal on o1 is 
consistent with MA., . Thus, the question arises whether a saturated ideal 
necessarily generates a saturated ideal in every ccc forcing extension. The 
first example of a ccc destructibly saturated ideal was given by Donder and 
Levinski (unpublished), who used Jensen’s result and the work of Woodin 
[Wo] on K,-dense ideals on w, . A positive example was then given by 
Foreman, Magidor, and Shelah in [FMS] where it was shown that SPFA 
implies that the non-stationary ideal NS,, is ccc indestructibly saturated. 
We now show that starting from a model of SPFA, a model of set theory 
can be obtained in which NS,, is ccc destructibly saturated. 
THECXEM 4.6. Assume ZFC+ SPFA is consistent. Then so is 
“ZFC + NS,, is ccc destructibly saturated.” 
Proof Let %? be the usual poset for adding a Cl,,-sequence with 
conditions of size N,. We show, assuming SPFA, that 
It-, NS,, is saturated. 
Then in P, let 9’ be the poset described in Theorem 4.1. Since KH implies 
that there are no saturated ideals on ol, it follows that B is a ccc poset 
which destroys the saturation of NS,,. 
A poset 1 is called o,-strategically closed iff II has a winning strategy in 
the following game Y(9) of length oi. 
I: PO, P2, Pt, 
II: Pl, P3, Pt+1, 
where for every <<CO,, pc~2?, and po>p12 . ..pe> a.. II wins iff there 
is p E S such that p <pc, for all 5. 
%? is easily seen to be o,-strategically closed. So the following lemma 
finishes the proof. 
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LEMMA 4.7. Assume SPFA. Let 2! be an w,-strategicall?, closed poset. 
Then It---, “NS,, is saturated.” 
Proof: Let {s,: ~1< A} be a !&name of a maximal almost disjoint family 
of stationary subsets of wi. It suffices to find an XE [A]“’ and a p~9 such 
that 
p IF, lJ” I,!?, : GI E X} contains a club. 
Fix a winning strategy o for II in g(2), and consider the following poset 
W. r E 92 iff r = (s,, f,, C,), where 
(i) s= (s,(c): <<a) is a partial play in g(2) of length a+ 1 <o, 
in which II uses (T, 
(ii) C, is a closed subset of c( + 1, and f,: ct + %, 
(iii) ~,(~)lk~ vt E C, 3 < 5, t E shcrll. 
The order is a coordinate-wise extension. The following is straightforward. 
CLAIM. 92 preserves stationary subsets of ml. 
Consider now 
D,= (rE9:o.t. (C,)acr}, 
for LY < w1 . Then each D, is dense in 92. Let, by SPFA, G be a filter meeting 
all the D,. Let 
s=u {s,:r~G}, 
f=u {f,:reG}, 
and 
C=U {C,:rEG}. 
Then s is a play in Y(9) in which II uses 0, f : w1 + I, and C s w, is club. 
Since (r is a winning strategy for II there is a PE 2 such that 
Vg < oi, p < s(5). It follows that 
Thus 
P II-, U” c&,0: 5 < w , } contains a club. 1 
Had we been interested only in proving Theorem 4.6 we could have used 
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the much easier fact that if there is a function p satisfying the conclusion 
of Lemma 4.1(a) and (b)(i), then there is a ccc poset adding a family of size 
K, of almost disjoint functions from o1 to w. The existence of such a 
function is equivalent to the negation of Chang’s Conjecture. 
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